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Lee Milteer’s Millionaire Smarts® Coaching Program 

Live an Extraordinary Life 

Lee Milteer Interviews David Bush 

REPORT 4: How You Can Live Your Extraordinary Life 

 

Dear Millionaire Smarts® Members:       

Our celebrity expert this month is David Bush. David is an Author, Speaker, and 

Extraordinary Results Coach. 

Through his coaching business and motivational 

speaking, David Bush inspires leaders to design and live 

extraordinary lives. His passion for developing exceptional 

leaders, teams and organizations translates into a high energy, 

powerful message that empowers individuals to live their 

dreams and change their world.  

David's captivating message and life planning process 

on how ordinary people can live extraordinary lives has 

become a life operating system for many influential leaders. 

With a unique blend of humor, insightful storytelling and 

take-home success strategies, David guides leaders on an 

inspiring ride. challenging them to get out of their COMFORT CAVES and become 

extraordinary CLIFF CLIMBERS in everything they do. 

Top industry leaders from across the nation have called on David to coach them 

and their teams to extraordinary levels of success and significance. 

After succeeding as a former All-American collegiate athlete on the University of 

South Dakota’s football team and graduating with a degree in Mass Communication, 

David pursued a professional football career, landing a starting role with the Iowa 

Barnstormers of the Arena Football League in Des Moines, Iowa. After four years of 

playing professional football and two trips to the World Championship game ('96 and '97 

Arena Bowl), David entered the world of mortgage banking and quickly became a top 

producing Mortgage Consultant and business owner of a regional mortgage brokerage.  

 After ten years in mortgage banking, David ventured into the world of peak 

performance coaching and began coaching entrepreneurs to live their dreams and 

change their world. He now leads a team of Certified Coaches who coach thousands of 

individuals. He is a highly sought-after speaker who motivates and inspires audiences 

with success stories of transformation and strategies that lead to extraordinary success 

and significance. 

David and his wife Kristen have three beautiful children, Cassidy, Morgan, and 

Beau. 
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David has given permission to share these small excerts from his book Live an 

Extraordinary Life to our members for personal use only, not for reprint without 

permission.   

 

How You Can Live Your Extraordinary Life 

EXTRAORDINARY COMMITMENT #3 AGREE TO MAKE HARD CHOICES 

“WE ALL MUST TRY TO BE THE BEST PERSON WE CAN: BY MAKING THE 

BEST CHOICES, BY MAKING THE MOST OF THE TALENTS WE’VE BEEN GIVEN.” - 

Mary Lou Retton, Olympic gold medalist  

 

By now, you should know your world is the sum of the choices you make. An 

Extraordinary Life is reserved for Cliff Climbers who are willing to make conscious (and 

sometimes daring) choices about the life they 

want to live. The better we get at making these, 

the better we will get at acting and producing 

positive results supporting our options.  

The image below may be a more realistic look at a 

person’s life. There are constant changes taking 

place because of our decisions or lack thereof. We don’t just regret the choices we 

make that lead to failure or ordinary results, we can also lament those we fail to make. 

 

REALITY CHECK: Wanting to live an Extraordinary 

Life and doing so starts with your commitments and 

choosing to do HARD things. Most people will say 

they want to live an Extraordinary Life but fail 

because of their choices and lack of commitment. 

They settle on Cave Camping, Valley Dwelling, or River Rafting instead.  

  

WHAT’S IN YOUR BACKPACK?  

Our minds are filled with experiences. Like a climber’s backpack, our minds store things 

for future use. Others have put thoughts, beliefs, and perspectives inside our backpack 

from the time we were born. To live an Extraordinary Life, leaders need to review what’s 

in their backpack and clean it up with positive ideas, thoughts, beliefs, and skills. 

Otherwise, whatever they’re carrying from the past will begin to weigh them down and 

prevent them from climbing. The choices we make daily determine what goes into the 

backpack, what gets used daily, and what gets thrown out.  

Bad choices and decisions need to be corrected. It can be scary to go back and 

look at outdated assumptions and old ways of viewing life or ourselves based on our 
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past choices. But the heavy thoughts we are carrying in our backpacks that are holding 

us back and weighing us down really must go, and the only way we’re going to get rid of 

them is by making better choices.  

Yes, making a life change and cleaning out your “backpack” of all the useless 

thoughts, limiting beliefs, and wasteful concepts can be hard. But 

making the tough choices means you are going beyond what is 

usual, regular, or customary. This is what Extraordinary Life Cliff 

Climbers do!  

As you start going through your backpack, you will have to 

get clear about what exactly keeps you from going beyond what is 

usual, regular, or customary.  

• Is it fear?  

• Is it the lack of self-confidence or a limiting belief?  

• Is it an unhealthy habit you have tried to change in the past but failed to do so?  

• Is it an unhealthy relationship you are involved in?  

• Is it the uncertainty of how others may react if you say or do something different?  

• Is it an experience you have not yet processed and moved beyond?  

To live an Extraordinary Life, you must get rid of the old, heavy stuff in your 

backpack so you can put in the good stuff needed for your ascent to the summit. You 

must make room for your dreams and goals and know the bad can ruin the good if you 

allow it to remain. Even if you don’t consciously choose to make a positive change in 

some area of your life, you have still made a choice. You’ve chosen to keep something 

heavy in your backpack. You’ve chosen to let it weigh you down. You will begin to regret 

the decisions you’ve made (or failed to make) along the way, and you’ll suffer the 

consequences of your actions (or inaction).  

“IF WE DID THE THINGS, WE ARE CAPABLE OF, WE WOULD ASTOUND 

OURSELVES.” - Thomas Edison  

Think about the catalyst in your own life. What choice could you make right now 

that would help you bring this dream into reality? Your life clock is ticking! Make a 

conscious choice to live every day as if it were your last. Then, one day, sooner than 

you expect, you will be right!  

You can find out more about David Bush at: www.theextraordinarylife.com.  
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HOMEWORK FROM LEE:  

Right now, to MOVE FORWARD IN YOUR LIFE, you MUST 

get crystal clear about what exactly keeps you from going beyond 

what is usual, regular, or customary.  

• Is it fear?  

• Is it the lack of self-confidence or a limiting belief?  

• Is it an unhealthy habit you have tried to change in the past but failed to do so?  

• Is it an unhealthy relationship you are involved in?  

• Is it the uncertainty of how others may react if you say or do something different?  

• Is it an experience you have not yet processed and moved beyond?  

To live an Extraordinary Life, you must get rid of the old, heavy stuff in your life 

so you can put in the good stuff needed for your achievement of goals. 

 

Here are the  
Millionaire Smarts May 2022 FACULTY REPORTS: 

• Do You Have Need for Approval? By Steve Clark – The Sales Psychologist 

• Impatience Is a Virtue By Jim Palmer – Dream Business Coach & Newsletter 
Guru 

• Fire Your Customers! By Keith Lee – Customer Services Expert 

• Preparing for the Future of Flexible Work By Kevin Eikenberry – Leadership 
Coach 

• Organized Content = Sales and More Time! By Melanie Rembrandt – PR 

Wizard 

• Using Credibility to Bolster Your Offers By Travis Lee – Direct Mail Expert 
 
 

Here’s how to get them: 

 Go to www.milteer.com 

 In the menu, click on the tab “Millionaire Smarts® SPONSORS Sign In”  

 Click on the red “SIGN IN” button  

 Type in your code – NEW for May 2022: 971834# 

Once on the membership site, you can also access: 

 A video of Lee’s extraordinary interview with David Bush 

 The audio portion of the video (downloadable) 

 A transcript of the interview (downloadable) 

 4 Excerpts from David Bush’s Book (downloadable) 
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 Other “GOODIES” for you so be sure to visit the Membership site and not 
miss out.  

 

 

Your Millionaire Smarts Coach, 

 

 

Lee Milteer 

Life and Business Strategist 

www.milteer.com  
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